THE NATIONAL LABS AND THE AlE
PROFESSION

by Herman Barkmann, P.E.

Herman G. Barkman, P.E.

We in New Mexico have for the last thirty plus years
been aware of Sandia Laboratory and Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory. Up until just recently, however,
our knowledge of them has been in respect to nuclear
weaponry and nuclear reactors, and some other activities usually highly secret and associated with
government work.
Some few years ago , however, both laboratories
directed their activities toward broader fields,
associated generally with alternative energy sources.
Los Alamos even became associated with a .number of
universities in the area in a coordinated field of scientific endeavor.
The effort by both laboratories has increased
through these past years, probably most visibly in the
fields of solar energy, but also in other non-nuclear
energy fields. Let us look in a broad way at some of the
work which has been done at these neighboring facilities and which may affect the Architectural Engineering field.
SANDIA LABORATORY, Albuquerque

Solar Energy: In general Sandia Laboratory has
devoted its efforts to research and development on
large scale and high temperature applications. These
projects, some of which are delineated below, undoubtedly will have great impact on our profession in
the future, but are to a great extent to embryonic for
current applications.
1. Total Energy Program: This is a concept that provides both low grade (low temperature thermal) and
high grade (electrical and mechanical) energy needs of
selected applications. For example energy collected by
solar collectors could operate a thermodynamic power
conversion while the waste heat from power generation could be used for process, heating, or air conditioning. The maximum use of energy collected can
thus add considerably to th e economics of a solar
system. Future applications could be for shopping
centers, manufacturing plants, etc . Sandia is currently
managing and monitoring two large scale experiments; an army barracks complex, and a large
knitwear factory.
2. Central Receiver Solar Thermal Program: This
program is aimed at developing solar electrical power
generation. The central receiver concept is one
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wherein many acres of tracking reflectors (heliostats)
focus solar radiation into a single receiver mounted
high atop a tower. In the receiver super-heated high
pressure steam is generated to drive a turbinelgenerator. A pilot plant is now under construction involving industry, local government, and a team of utility
companies. For support of this power generation effort
Sandia is operating the Central Receiver Test Facility,
CRTF, at a location south of Albuquerque. Various
types of heliostats and receivers are tested at this facility which has a testing capability up to 5 megawatts
thermal. This program has little current input (no
pun) to our profession, but is directed to the future
generation of electricity, a matter of great importance.
3. Photovoltaic Systems Definition Project:
Photovoltaics, the direct conversion of solar radiation
to electricity is being pursued along two paths. One is
to identify promising applications and configurations
for power generation, and to establish component and
subsystems requirements within practical economic
limits. The second effort is aimed at concentrator
systems for photovoltaic cells. By increasing the solar
illumination th e output power and operating
temperatures are increased. The intent of this work is
to replace expensive solar-cell area with less expensive
concentrator area, thereby decreasing the overall cost
of photovoltaic generation of electricity. This application of solar energy has great promise to our profes-
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sion, as it holds out the hope of local power generation. The great problems have been those of
economics. The work done here at Sandia may get us
over some of these hurdles.
4. Vertical Axis Wind Turbine: Although not always
recognized as solar power, windmills are dependent on
varying solar heat absorption by the earth to initiate
wind currents. The vertical axis wind turbines is
another attempt to provide local power generation at
lower cost. The vertical configuration allows elimination of yaw and pitch control; allows location of the
transmission and generator at ground level, all of
which mean substantially lower weight. Lower weight
of course should mean lower costs.
5. Solar Irrigation: One project in which Sandia is
involved could be of interest to some engineers, but
probably not to architects is one of solar irrigation.
One system has been in operation in New Mexico since
1977, and a larger one is being planned for Arizona.
The New Mexico system consists of a solar collector array, thermal storage tank, solar engine, irrigation
pump, water storage pond, instrumentation and controls , located on less than four acres . The solar engine,
an organic Rankine-cycle turbine, supplies 25 shaft
horsepower to the pump, which delivers 2600/Lmin of
water from a 30-m-deep well. The importance of this
application can be appreciated when it is realized that
there are 160,000 irrigation wells in the southwest
powered by natural gas.
6. Solar Support Projects: A diverse group of projects to which Sandia is applying its diverse technical
skills could have great impact on the work of architects
and engineers involved in the design process. These
projects are :
A. Solar Monitoring Station: A compact portable
station capable of collecting total and direct insolation , temperature, wind velocity and direction, and
other climatic variables.
B. Standard Meterological Year Derivation: Here
statistical methods will be utilized to develop a
method for generating a standard year with respect
to six meteorological variables, and to generate a
standard year and compare it with available
meteorological data.
C. Solar Heating and Cooling Technical Supports:
The objective of this work is to furnish the R&D
branch of DOE's Division of Solar Technology with
systems analysis support.
D. Solar Technology Transfer-Southwest: The purpose of this project is to augment technical projects
and speed up the generation of a solar energy industry. Objectives are to (1) identify organizations
and persons able to accelerate commercial development and (2) supply selected technology in forms
best suited to rapid transfer of a commercial
capability, and (3) to feed back information to the
Department of Solar Technology program management of suggested changes in program emphasis.
GeoEnergy Technology: Sandia Laboratory is active in developing and improving methods in several
fields of GeoEnergy. As these activities are directed
primarily in the production of fuels, or processes re-

quired for energy production, they are not directly
related to the AlE design profession , and will only be
briefly mentioned.
Coal
Oil and Gas
In situ Coal Gasification Enhanced Oil Recovery
Coal Mine Subsidence
Enhanced Gas Recovery
Mining Technology
Drilling Technology
Offshore Technology
Synthetic Fuels
Geothermal Energy
Oil Shales
Drilling/Well Completion
Coal Liquefaction
Magma Energy Research

Midtemperature Solar Systems Test Facility at Sandia
Laboratories is the nation's first solar total-energy
facility to produce and use both electrical and thermal
energy. It has demonstrated the "total-energy" concept by efficiently using 63 percent of the collected
solar energy to generate electricity and then use the remaining thermal energy to air condition a 12,000square-foot office building. Sandia , a Department of
Energy research and development laboratory, is investigating and developing solar total-energy for onsite power systems for such applications as industrial
plants, shopping centers and housing complexes.
LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY
SolarEnergy: As opposed to Sandia Laboratory the

research and development work at LASL has been
aimed at the field of solar energy applications for near
time use, directed at the building market. This work is
of immediate interest and benefit to the architectural! engineering design profession , and it is hoped
that the information gained can be disseminated.
Possibly a brief overview of some of the various projects can allow our profession a glimpse of what is
available at LASL, and spark a desire to look deeper.
1. Active Solar Systems
Collector Development: One of the first projects
in solar in which LASL became involved was the
development of a liquid collector. This collector was a
"pillow" type in which virtually the entire absorber
plate is a wetted surface. The collector was unique in
that it was designed to become a structural part of the
roof as well as an energy collecting device. This could
simplify and lighten the overall roof assembly. The
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production of the collector was accomplished by a
farm-out plan to industry, and 8000 square feet of the
collector were installed at the National Security and
Resources Study Center at Los Alamos.
Nambe Community Center: In association with
local architect Allen McNown LASL developed an air
collector rock storage system for the heating system of
a new community center at Nambe Pueblo located
twenty miles north of Santa Fe. A continuing program
of monitoring actual performance of the system is being followed .
National Security and Resources Study Center:
This new 59,100 square foot building adjacent to the
LASL administration building was designed by the
LASL staff. The main features .consist of the 8,000
square foot flat plate collector array, cooling tower,
two air conditioning systems (a standard lithium
bromide absorption chiller and a specially designed
turbine-powered Rankine-cycle compression unit), a
hot storage and cold storage, and complete instrumentation for monitoring the performance of the
building's solar features . Continual evaluation and
upgrading of the solar systems are taking place.
Mobile/Modular Home Unit: In association with
Burns/Peters Group Architects, LASL designed a
mobile home incorporating an active air heating
system into a home of 1056 square feet . Panels are
located on the side of the home at a 60 0 angle , and
possibly the most unique feature is the thermal storage
system using 1536 pint jars of water. This project also
was completely instrumented and undergoes monitoring of its performance.
Active System Computer Simulation and Validation: Considerable work has been don e in developing
system simulation codes. These codes are most
valuable for simulating and validating the various
systems und er study. A possible potential benefit is
that of a software package which could be developed
for certain mini-computers.
DOE Collector-R&D Support: LASL has been
designated the support laboratory for collector R&D .
As a result of thi s the lab has been active in awarding
and monitoring contracts for DOE. Up through the
first part of 1979 over 200 collector element contracts
had been awarded. LASL also is active in testing and
evaluating collectors. Recentl y the y have been acti ve
in evaluating several evacuated tube collectors. A new
program being initiated which could be of great interest is that of solar pond dynamics.
2. Passive Solar Systems:
Ghost Ranch Project: In 1973 a group of adobe
structures were built at Ghost Ranch employing a
variety of passive solar heating concepts. LASL has
monitored the performance and operation of these
buildings since their construction.
Passive Test Cells: There have been eight test
rooms in operation where numerous concepts of
passive heating have been tested and evaluated. These
test programs have been invaluable for validation of
computer simulation programs. A sampling of tests
performed during 1978-79 is shown below .
1. 12" Kalwall water tubes, black chrome coated
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

15.5" concrete block, black chrome coated
19" Kalwall watertubes, flat black
Con vective loop , flat black , single glaze
Window box, mas #6, E#11
Direct Gain
Bead Wall operating 15.5" concrete block
Bead Wall open 15.5" concrete block
CaCI 2, Phase change plus water tube
Direct gain: 3M windows; Cyro-Acrylite
15.5 concrete block: SUNTEK solar membrane
Dow Corning film , 3M film
12. Roof Aperture
Natural Interzone Convective Thermal Energy
Transport: Testing was performed on small models to
determine if proper sizing and location of doorways
would induce natural transfer of energy from the
south rooms to other rooms of a passive solar heated
structure. If successful the expensive installation of
ducts , distribution fans, etc. could be omitted.
Monitoring of Passive Solar Heated Buildings:
LASL has designed a passively heated modular home
utilizing a roof pond system. The system has four rows
of double glazed apertures arranged in a sawtooth pattern with aluminium reflectors to enhance the energy
collectors. The performance of this house has been
carefully monitored and analyzed.
LASL has been monitoring some fifteen passively
heated buildings during the 1978, 1979 heating
seasons. Most of these were residences in north central
New Mexico, but one was in Princeton, New Jersey .
The data from these test programs are being processed
and will appear in a report prepared by Sandia.
Theoretical Modeling and Computer Simulation
of Passive Solar Heated Buildings: Much work has
been done on both th e development of a computer
simulation pro gram PASOLE , and then from the computer program simplified methods of predicting
passive storage wall behavior have been developed.
One method - Monthly/Solar Load Ratio - requires the knowledge of the solar radiation on a
horizontal square foot for each month , and the heating
degree da ys for each month . The building heat loss
coefficient is then calculated and empirically determined correlations ar e used to find the yearl y heating
fraction by mean s of a pocket calculator. A simpler
method - Load/Collector Ratio - requires the calculation of the heat loss cofficient , exclusive of the south
wall , as well as the area of the collector south wall.
Th e load collector ratio has been tabulated for solar
heating fraction for some 220 cities. One merely needs
to pick a city and obtain the solar fraction by interpolation.
A simplified method has also been devised for
predicting the behavior of Direct-Gain structures.
This method derived from PASOLE/SUNSPOT thermal network computer codes involves the use of a correlation between monthly solar heating fractions and
monthly solar-load ratios .
PASOLE - Passive Solar Simulation Program: A
passive simulation computer program employing
FORTRAN and disseminated to those requesting it. A
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second version has been rewritten in HP-BASIC and is
operational on the HP-9845.
SUNSPOT: A thermal network code based on
PASOLE has been developed for direct gain systems.
DOE Sponsored Passive Design Handbook: For
the past two years a great effort was expended in the
preparation of a Passive Solar Design Handbook. Its
form will be in two volumes. Volume 1 authored by
Bruce Anderson should be available in early summer,
and is concerned with passive concepts. Volume 11
authored by Doug Balcomb is out at this time, and is
concerned with design methods. Both volumes have
undergone reviews by several interested parties, and
are still being reviewed.
3. Hybrid Passive-Active Designs;
Although at times there appears to be a great
chasm between passive solar design advocates, (the
passivists being much more the active), it is realized
that the two systems can work together. A properly
designed structure can employ passive concepts to offset much of the required heating demand, and then an
active system can make up the major part of the remaining load. This is of course a very wise path as it
greatly decreases the investment required for the expensive active solar heating components. Not only can
passive and active solar design be incorporated in
parallel paths, active components can augment passive
components. For instance, forced air flow over water
walls, Trombe walls, or water tubes. LASL has been
evaluating several mixes of hybrid systems for their effectiveness, as well as monitoring the performance of
several structures. One combination found to be
economically attractive consists of a passive solar
heating contribution, a domestic hot water heating
system, and a small active heating system achieved by
extending the size of the hot water system.
Conservation and Solar Energy in Building
Design:
It has long been stated that the most economic application for solar heating of a structure starts with
energy conservation in all features. There has been,
however, little attempt to allocate a finite amount of
resources between conservation measures and solar
equipment. LASL has developed a method using local
cost estimates, and local weather data whereby one
can establish a design to minimize annual auxiliary
building heat. This same procedure can then be extended to identify the point of minimum life cycle
costs, assuming future fuel costs, financing, etc. A
paper presenting this procedure is to be presented at
the annual meeting of the American Section International Solar Energy Society in Phoenix, Arizona, in
June. A paper has also been submitted to Solar Age
Magazine.

Conservation:
While LASL has been little involved in conservation
measures other than alternative energy sources which
affect the building professions, the effect of the computer program DOE-2 may be felt to great extent by
the design profession very soon.

1. DOE-2: This is a computer program for analyzing building energy consumption and developed by
the federal government and is the primary evaluation
tool designated by DOE as the Standard Evaluation
Technique in the upcoming Building Energy Performance Standards (BEPS). As the law now is written all
buildings using conventional HVAC systems shall have
their design energy consumption evaluated by a
DOE-2 computer run. Solar Buildings shall be
evaluated by either TRNSYSS or DEROB but it is obvious that for the majority of buildings designed by our
joint professions, computer evalution shall be by
DOE-2.
DOE-2 is a building energy analysis computer program. Its objectives are (a) to be used by architects and
engineers in the design of new buildings and to explore
the potential of various retrofit options, as well as a
research tool in energy analysis, (b) to be used as the
standard against which energy performance is to be
evaluated. The program has the capability of comparing some twenty different HVAC for energy consumption, and DOE-2.1 will have the capability of complete active solar input and interaction with other
systems.
LASL involvement has been primarily threefold:
1. Writing of the documentation, both reference
and program manuals.
2. Administering of the verification program.
Several buildings with real energy consumption records have had their records compared
with program results.
3. Development of the active solar simulation
and modification to passive.
2. Building Energy Conservation: The laboratory is
involved in two efforts which should be of interest to
archi tects/ engineers.

Two building modification proposals have been
submitted to the Solar Federal Building Program. One
building, the Occupational Health Laboratory, has a
heating load that consists in great part of ventilation
load. A system is being proposed for this building that
is an active liquid system providing hot water through
heating coils to reduce the load of the existing gas fired
boiler. This building was selected as being typical of
DOE facilities having high ventilation requirements.
The project could provide the proof-of-concept
necessary to promote widespread implementation of
retrofit solar systems in the wide variety of laboratory
and industrial buildings where ventilation rates are
high.
The other building is the building housing the Bradbury Science Hall and Museum. This building, of
masonry construction, includes two inner courtyards,
and is arranged to maximize visual access to the exterior environs. It is proposed that a roofmounted
system of clerestory windows and reflectors be constructed to enclose one of the courtyards to provide
26 % of the total space heating requirements of the
building. This will provide an atrium that will thermally buffer a portion of the building and will preheat
outside air required for ventilation. This project will
serve as a working exhibit in itself demonstrating
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available passive solar technology. In addition it will
allow year round use of this courtyard which in the
past has been closed during the winter. It is hoped that
these buildings will be monitored, and that the results
of these solar retrofits will be made available to the
design community.
A second project is the proposed reworking of fourteen buildings to improve their energy consumption
through improved control techniques and various
other retrofit efforts including some solar. Here again
it is hoped that sufficient monitoring will be done to
determine the real effects of the modifications on
energy consumption. This could be a great opportunity to verify DOE, and help substantiate BEPS.
Heat Pipe
One item which could be considered fallout from
past development under the nuclear rocket program is
the heat pipe . This device , which the author was instrumental in having applied in the building industry,
is now beginning to see considerable use in heat
recovery. The heat pipe, which could be thought of as
a super-conductor, is incorporated in air to air heat exchangers, so that incoming fresh ventilation air can be
either heated or cooled by the outgoing exhaust air .
Geothermal:
This field, as at Sandia, is of little immediate interest to the architect/engineer design profession. In
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the future , however, it is expected that its importance
will be great. Los Alamos is directing its effort at the
hot dry rock energy source. This source , such as
granite, is everywhere at some depth below the earth's
surface. In this process water is forced down to the
rock where it is heated then returned to the surface.
The water can be heated to provide steam for electrical generation, or it can be heated to a temperature
compatible with that of space heating. LASL
developments are directed at both uses. In fact plans
are underway to initate space heating in some existing
buildings using geothermal heat from sites near the
Valle Grande. They have also done considerable work
in development of drilling and logging techniques.
Several test holes have been drilled and tests performed in the area west of the Valle Grande.
I have tried to present a broad picture of projects
ongoing at both laboratories. It has not been within
my scope in either time or space to give detailed information or tests results. We have two sources of very
valuable information at these laboratories and we
should use these sources. Hopefully readers will want
to look deeper.
I wish to express appreciation to some of my sources
of information. Robert Stromberg at Sandia Corporation, and David Friewald, Fred Schilling, Doug
H.B .
Balcomb , and Bruce Hunn, all of LASL.

Lloyd C. and June·Marie F. Engelbrecht. Henry C. Trost: Architect of the
. Southwest. EI Paso Public Library Association: EI Paso, Texas, 1980, 150
pages, 87 illustrations, $27.00.
Review by Spencer Wilson

On Jun e 19, 1919 the Val Verde
Hotel opened for business in
Socorro, New Mexico. The little
town had once been the cent er of a
booming mining industry but by
the end of World War I was
already in declin e as people and
business moved to other, more
lucrative places. Wh y, then, open a
new hotel with appropriate ceremonies and honored guests-except
that among the honored guests was
Henry C . Trost ?
The Val Verde Hotel was the
result of a vision of Missouri investors and op erators who
recognized the need for a convenient and comfortable stopping
place for the growing number of
tourists to New Mexico. They came
by rail and road -a coupl e of
dozen cars and truck s a da y passed
through Socorro in 19201 Facilities
were needed and the Val Verde
was built to handle that traffic.
The hotel was designed by the
firm of Trost and Trost and is, to-
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da y, a reminder of the considerable
number of Trost designed commercial and residential buildings in the
southwest. The Trost influence
reached into Arizona, New Mexico,
and Texas, and yet , today, little is
known of their work and many of
the buildings are gone.
Now, the Engelbrechts have
gone a long way to put the Trosts
into a well-deserved place among
the architects of the United States.
Lloyd and June-Marie spent the
last fifteen years researching and
writing about this famil y of architects. The Trost firm left an indelible mark on the southwest, as
seen in the surviving buildings.
This work is a must for anyone interested in the architectural history
of the southwest from th e 1880's
through the earl y 1930's and for
any collector of southwestern
history.
Trost's work was influenced by
Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd
Wright and included the Mission
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Revival , a California import to the
" arid America" of the southwest.
Unfortunately many of his best examples have fallen to the wrecking
ball of the mis-guided work of urban renewal and the economic
pressure of "progress". The Franciscan Hotel in Albuquerque, New
Mexico is a classic case in point.
The works of Trost live on,
however , even in the Val
Verde - now a collection of offices
and small shops. The research goes
on too. The small mining and cattle
town of Magdalena, New Mexico,
was the sight of planned and constructed Trost buildings. It is unfortunate that the present book, excellent as it is, does not include a
complete listing of Trost buildings.
Apparently such an addition is
possible from the records in the El
Paso Public Library but lack of
money prevented the authors from
doing it.
The Englebrechts have put
together a masterful study on a
very important, and long
neglected, architect. The book
itself is handsome to behold with
excellent reproductions.
S. W.

